069  Change line 5 to line 15 in Exercise 2.31.
085  Second to last sentence in second to last paragraph,
    change "itera tor" to "iterator"
120  First sentence of Sec 4.21, change "tree has at most"
    to "tree node has at most"
136  Last line, change .328 to 1.328.
147  Next to last line, change "rotateWithLeftChild" to
    "rotateWithRightChild"
149  In Sec 4.5, paragraph 2, line 2, change "as long at it" to
    "as long as it"
161  Item 5, change "L children" to L "data items"
162  Line 5, change "first level could " to "next level could"
175  In Exercise 4.10 change "in a binary search tree" to
    "in an N node binary search tree" (with N
    italicized)
265  At start of Section 7.3, change "inversion" from italics
    to boldface.
397  In Exercise 9.2, change Section 9.1 to Section 9.2.